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HR Species in Pika
A Re introduction to HR Species

2010 AMS User’s Meeting, Hyytiala

A Re-introduction to HR Species
Play time with a sample data set

Donna Sueper
Aerodyne, University of Colorado, Boulder

HR ion Command Central 
for identifying any/all HR 
ions, those that are fit, and 
the groupings of these 
ions 
(not generating sticks yet)

List of HR ions to fit are ‘set’
Families are ‘set’

Needed to generate HR sticks
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Families are groups of HR masses that have been fit, and should 
be thought of as an accounting tool.  

• Every HR mass is a member of one and only one family.

• Most masses are assigned a family based on a good (but not perfect) 
algorithm which tries to decode the chemical formula.  I.e. C2HO -> 
CHO1 family.

HR families:
Cx
CH
CHO1
CHOgt1
CHN
CHO1N
CHOgt1N
CS

• Some families are explicitly defined, users can add families explicitly.

• The HR mass family sorting algorithm can be changed to add more 
families, but this should not be done by the user.

CS
HO
NH
Cl
NO
SO
Air
Tungsten
Other

HR Species are groups of HR masses and possible portions of the 
more highly fragmented HR masses. 

• HRSpecies more accurately reflect chemically related aerosol 
components. I.e. the HR mass OH should apportioned to atmospheric 
gas phase water and particulate water due to carboxylic acids, etc.

• HR species are intended to mimic and possibly extend the common list 
of AMS species (Org, NO3, etc)

• Any entry in any HR frag table overrides/supersedes any family 
designation. This can get confusing to I advocate an ‘additive’ approach.  

HRSpecies:
HRair
HRPwater
HRammonium
HRnitrate
HRsulphate
HRorganic
HRchloride
HRPCO2

HR batch table
defines the list of HR species.  

The HRspecies names have an ‘HR’ prefix to distinguish between non-HR 
speciesp

The HRspecies use the already established family designation as a base set for 
inclusion.

This prevents a lengthy, cumbersome list/table of all fitted masses.
Prevents the recompilation when new HR ions are added/removed.
This scheme still allows complete flexibility to the user, while hiding 

tedious details.
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HR frag table example: HRNO3
Recall: HRNO3 has as it’s base familyNO
Recall: FamilyNO   (NwOz where w>=1, z>=1 
Includes some oddballs such as N2O3)

Pika HR frag nitrate

Squirrel frag_nitrate

_ g_

HR frag table example: HRNO3
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HR frag details…things to be careful of
• Situations where two HR masses are ‘too adjacent’ or are ‘too dominated 
by a tail of a major peak’ to be fit accurately. 

• Mike Cubison’s sensitivity tool addresses this.  
- Major air peaks CO/N2 at 28, S/O2 at 32

Hunting for CN and or CS family HR ions- Hunting for CN and or CS family HR ions

• Situations where only one of two adjacent HR ions was fit but you want to 
use the frag table to ‘artificially’ partition these masses.  

•Example: The current HR frag table allows the partitioning of the HR 
mass CO. We can base the partitioning of CO based on fitted elements 
like CO2, but how should this fold into the use of other masses at 28, 
like N2?  Doug says “User’s Responsibility!!”

• Current code doesn’t complain when ‘bad’ entries exist.  I.e. 
0.00037*1.36*1.28*HR_frag_air[{N2}] is correct, but 
0.00037*1.36*1.28*frag_air[{N2}] would be nonsensical.

HR_frag_air[{CHO}] and not xx*HR_frag_air[{COH}]

For time series results, there 
are 3 categories:
HR masses (i.e. C3H4O)
HR families (i.e. familyCH)
HR species (i e HRAir)

Pika: A wider variety of results

HR species (i.e. HRAir)

For average mass spec 
results, there are 2 categories:
HR families (i.e. familyCH)
HR species (i.e. HRAir)

For elemental analysis we only y y
look at HROrg

RIE and CE set to 1 for 
families and HR ions when
units of μg/m3 are used.
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The End

The HR frag table defines each HR species.  

Defaults for HROrg, HRpCO2,  HRNH4, HRChl

Note that HRNH4 and HRChl are blank.  This means that we just use the family 
designations to define what HR ions are in these HR species.
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The HR frag table defines each HR species.  

Defaults for HRPwater, HRNO3

The HR frag table defines each HR species.  

Defaults for HRSO4


